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Load Resource Balance and Long-Run Marginal Cost  

 

BC Hydro writes in compliance with Commission Order No. G-12-16 and submits its 
Evidentiary update of BC Hydro’s Load Resource Balance and Long-Run Marginal Cost.  

The energy Long-Run Marginal Cost determination is an important reference point for a 
number of BC Hydro’s rate structures, most notably the Residential Inclining Block Rate 
and the Transmission Service Stepped Rate. 

The Long-Run Marginal Cost is determined by the cost of BC Hydro’s marginal energy 
resources. Consistent with the 2013 IRP, over the planning horizon the marginal need 
for new energy resources is expected to be met by Demand Side Management and 
Independent Power Producer Energy Purchase Agreement renewals. Given the updated 
Load Resource Balance and cost of supply outlook, BC Hydro’s current view on the 
energy Long-Run Marginal Cost has shifted towards $85/MWh from $85 to $100/MWh. 
The potential further changes to the Load Resource Balance noted below are not 
expected to impact the Long-Run Marginal Cost any further because those changes are 
unlikely to result in a change to the marginal resources over the planning horizon. 

The Load Resource Balance and Load Forecast provided in this Evidentiary Update are 
20-year forecasts which were finalized in October 2015. The Load Forecast continues to 
show long-term load growth across the residential, commercial and industrial customer 
classes; however, the load is forecast at a lower level compared to the 2013 Integrated 
Resource Plan.  

The Load Forecast and Load Resource Balance do not reflect more recent information 
that is expected to be material.  

In certain sectors, our industrial customers have been faced with significant declines in 
prices for the commodities they produce. There have also been more recent 
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developments with respect to liquefied natural gas load including the announcement of 
the deferral of a final investment decision on a liquefied natural gas project. Additionally, 
on February 5, 2016 the Government of British Columbia announced a program to allow 
mining companies to defer a portion of their electricity payments, to help mines stay 
open.  

Given the possible significance of these recent developments, BC Hydro believes it is 
prudent to undertake an additional update. Accordingly, the Load Resource Balance and 
Load Forecast provided in this Evidentiary Update are under review with an update to be 
completed this summer, including changes in the mining and liquefied natural gas 
sectors. BC Hydro will file the updated Load Resource Balance and Load Forecast as 
an Evidentiary Update.  

For further information, please contact Gordon Doyle at 604-623-3815 or by email at 
bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 Tom Loski 
Chief Regulatory Officer 
 
gd/ma 

  
Copy to: BCUC Project No. 3698781 (2015 RDA) Registered Intervener Distribution 

List. 
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1 Introduction 

BC Hydro’s Long-Run Marginal Cost (LRMC) for energy in British Columbia is updated 

to $85/MWh ($F2013) from $85 to $100/MWh ($F2013) and for capacity it remains at 

$50 to 55/kW-year($F2013).  

The October 2015 Load Resource Balance (LRB) and Load Forecast referenced in 

this submission reflect BC Hydro’s most recent detailed analysis. The Load Forecast 

continues to show long-term load growth across the residential, commercial and 

industrial customer classes; however, load is forecast at a lower level compared to the 

2013 IRP. These forecasts do not reflect more recent information that is expected to 

materially change the Load Forecast and LRB.  

In certain sectors, our industrial customers have been faced with significant declines in 

prices for the commodities they produce. There have also been more recent 

developments with respect to liquefied natural gas (LNG) load including the 

announcement of the deferral of a final investment decision on a LNG project. 

Additionally, on February 5, 2016 the Government of British Columbia announced a 

program to allow mining companies to defer a portion of their electricity payments, to 

help mines stay open. The LRB and Load Forecast referenced in this document are 

under review with an update to be completed in summer of 2016, including changes in 

the mining and LNG sectors. BC Hydro will file the updated LRB and Load Forecast as 

an Evidentiary Update. 

The energy LRMC of $85/MWh is based on BC Hydro’s assessment that it can acquire 

what it needs in the plan from its marginal resources, Demand Side Management 

(DSM) and electricity purchase agreement (EPA) renewals with IPPs at or below 

$85/MWh. The energy LRMC has changed to the lower end of the previous range 

based upon updated information on both the reduced need for new resources and the 
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anticipated costs of IPP EPA renewals. The capacity LRMC continues to be based 

upon the cost of Revelstoke Unit 6. 

The potential further changes to the LRB noted above are not expected to impact the 

LRMC because those changes are unlikely to result in DSM, IPP EPA renewals and 

Revelstoke Unit 6 no longer being the marginal resources over the next ten years. 

1.1 LRMC Definition, Determination and Application 

The Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) is BC Hydro’s long term planning document that 

sets out recommended actions to ensure our customers will continue to receive cost 

effective, reliable electricity with manageable risks, consistent with the requirements 

and objectives of the Clean Energy Act. BC Hydro’s 2013 IRP has 18 Recommended 

Actions that BC Hydro is taking to ensure we can reliably and cost effectively supply 

our customers’ load requirements under expected (or base) conditions and 

contingency conditions. The 2013 IRP was approved by the Lieutenant Governor in 

Council in November 2013.  

The LRB gap is the difference between BC Hydro’s forecast load and forecast supply. 

The LRB gap with existing and committed resources1 in the context of the approved 

IRP drives the need for resources such as DSM savings, IPP contract renewals and 

acquisitions.  

In general, LRMC can be defined as the price of the most cost-effective way of 

satisfying incremental customer demand beyond existing and committed resources2 as 

guided by the government approved IRP which ensures reliable and cost effective 

electricity service both in the near and long-term while balancing multiple policy 

objectives. BC Hydro typically expresses this as a levelized unit cost (i.e., Unit Energy 

                                            
1
  Existing supply-side resources include BC Hydro’s Heritage hydroelectric and thermal generating resources, as 

well as IPP facilities delivering electricity to BC Hydro. Committed supply-side resources are resources for which 
material regulatory and BC Hydro executive approvals have been secured (including Site C). 

2
  2013 IRP, page 9-51. 
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Cost or Unit Capacity Cost). Once established, the LRMC is used as a reference price 

by BC Hydro to inform the value that should be placed upon acquiring new resources 

such as IPP acquisitions, DSM savings, Resource Smart; and equipment efficiency 

and loss valuations, where there is a need.  

The LRMC is meant to set a steady price signal to allow consistency in 

determining/screening the cost effectiveness of different resources. BC Hydro also 

uses LRMC as a basis for the step 2 rate of certain rate structures to maintain a steady 

price signal encouraging conservation. 

BC Hydro does not expect to acquire all available resources up to the LRMC nor does 

it expect the LRMC to be the clearing price. This approach is consistent with previous 

acquisition processes where BC Hydro did not acquire all energy that could be 

purchased at a particular price; rather acquisitions were made for particular volumes of 

energy informed by need. Given the reduced need for new energy resources going 

forward, BC Hydro is not expecting to further adjust the LRMC to reduce resource 

acquisitions, but is increasingly focusing on non-price factors (e.g., non-price factors 

for supply-side resource include benefits to the system and non-price factors for 

demand-side resource include providing opportunities for customers across rate 

classes).   We have also shifted the focus of our DSM efforts in consideration of 

opportunities to reduce costs, be innovative and take advantage of new technologies, 

and respond to changing customer expectations and system needs. Details of our 

DSM plan for F2017 to F2019 will be provided in the revenue requirements application.   

1.2 LRB – October 2015 Load Forecast 

Table 1 to Table 4 show the LRB that includes the October 2015 Load Forecast. 

Table 1 and Table 2 show the LRB with only existing and committed resources prior to 

additional planned resource acquisitions. New resources are needed both for energy 
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and capacity at the start of the planning horizon (F2020)3 on an expected basis. 

Table 3 and Table 4 show the LRB including planned resource acquisitions. Given 

uncertainty in input assumptions that drive the LRB gap and future resource 

requirements, each table shows an expected LRB gap as well as a range of results 

reflecting load forecast and DSM savings uncertainty where applicable.4 Note that in all 

cases, the same forecast LNG load is shown. 

Since the 2013 IRP, the LRB has evolved. The load forecast continues to show 

long-term load growth across all three customer classes; however, load is forecast at a 

lower level compared to the 2013 IRP. DSM savings from conservation rate structures 

are lower than expected, energy savings from codes and standards have increased, 

and the IPP energy delivery forecast has increased. The capacity LRB has further 

evolved with major maintenance requirements on the existing system related to the 

required refurbishment of generating units 1 to 4 at the Mica generating station. The 

overall result is a reduced need for energy resources, a reduced need for capacity 

resources prior to Site C and an increased need for capacity resources after Site C.  

Load Forecast 

The October 2015 Load Forecast predicts long-term load growth for all three customer 

sectors. Residential and commercial loads are growing steadily albeit at a slower rate 

since the 2009 recession, primarily driven by increasing population and general 

economic trends. Large industrial load growth continues to be subject to volatility and 

will require continued evaluation. Overall, however, load is forecast at a lower level 

relative to the 2013 IRP: 

                                            
3
  BC Hydro shows the load resource balance in two views. The planning horizon (F2020 and beyond) reflects the 

forecast of system need under prescribed water conditions set out in the self-sufficiency requirement contained 
in subsection 6(2) of the Clean Energy Act. The forecast in the operating horizon (F2017 to F2019) provides the 
forecasted optimal reliance on resources in the short-term given near-term market conditions, system 
constraints, planned outages and expected hydro reservoir inflows.  

4
  BC Hydro quantified a range of uncertainty for load forecast (prior to LNG) and DSM savings. The high and low 

load forecast estimates and DSM estimates are the mean of the upper and lower twentieth percentile tails of the 
respective distributions. High load forecast and Low DSM estimate are combined in the large gap scenario. Low 
load forecast and Low DSM estimate are combined in the small gap scenario. 
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 For the residential and commercial sectors, the lower forecast is primarily due to 

lower growth projections in economic drivers such as housing starts; and 

 For the industrial sector, the lower forecast is due to factors including delays of in 

service dates for several mining, and oil and gas projects, reduced expectations 

for potential new mining and oil and gas loads given current low commodity 

prices, the closure of Paper Excellence’s Howe Sound Thermo-Mechanical Pulp 

Facility, and a reduced outlook for the pulp and paper sector.  

DSM Savings 

DSM continues to be a key resource in the LRB and there have been two changes 

since the 2013 IRP. First, energy savings from conservation rate structures have been 

less than forecast, but energy savings from codes and standards have increased. In 

particular, customers’ response to the Large General Service and Medium General 

Service two part baseline rates was considerably lower than forecast in the 2013 IRP. 

Most of the incremental energy savings from the LGS and MGS rates were forecasted 

to occur prior to F2015 and that impact is reflected in the current load forecast. 

Second, BC Hydro has decided to extend the moderation of DSM spending 

recommended in the 2013 IRP through F2017 – F2019.  

IPP Forecasts 

The forecast of IPP supply from existing electricity purchase agreements has 

increased largely due to higher than expected project advancements and completions.  

Major Maintenance 

BC Hydro’s heritage assets are aging, requiring major maintenance work to ensure 

reliable operation. Given the capacity need and the cost effective strategy to rely on 

market as a bridging resource to Site C, BC Hydro has to delay major maintenance 

work to avoid taking major units out of service during the period when capacity is tight 

prior to Site C. The updated capacity LRB reflects the current view of scheduling 
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maintenance outages for generating units 1 to 4 (410 MW each for dependable 

capacity) at the Mica generating station when Site C comes online. It is currently 

estimated that the units will be out of service for 12 to 18 months each. The resulting 

impact is a 410 MW reduction in capacity contribution from BC Hydro’s heritage 

resources for a period of approximately six years which will advance BC Hydro’s need 

for new capacity resources after Site C. The impact of the outage on energy is 

minimal. 

2 Energy LRMC 

Currently and still consistent with the 2013 IRP, BC Hydro’s actions to meet future 

energy demand include Site C and the Standing Offer Program (SOP), along with DSM 

and IPP EPA renewals. Site C is a committed resource under construction and is not a 

marginal resource. Similarly, while the SOP is targeting new resources, it is not 

considered a marginal resource because it is required pursuant to subsection 15(2) of 

the Clean Energy Act.  

As a result, DSM and IPP EPA renewals continue to be the marginal resources 

(energy volume adjustable) in the plan. As shown in Table 1, without DSM and IPP 

EPA renewals, there would be a need for new resources at the beginning of the 

planning horizon (i.e., F2020).  

BC Hydro anticipates that it will continue to be able to acquire a sufficient volume of 

energy from these resources to meet its needs as identified in the 2013 IRP and 

updated in the LRB shown at Table 3 at a lower price than greenfield IPPs.5 Since the 

DSM and IPP renewal resource supply curves (price and volume relationship) are not 

easily visible until the actions have been undertaken and as their prices are expected 

                                            
5
  Current greenfield IPP prices are expected to be $100/MWh ($2015) based upon recent wind cost estimates 

reflecting adjusted unit energy cost including delivery to the LM/VI region. 
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to overlap, BC Hydro used a LRMC of $85/MWh to establish that there would be 

sufficient supply available from planned DSM initiatives and IPP EPA renewals.  

BC Hydro’s current outlook on the LRMC has shifted towards $85/MWh because the 

need for new resources has reduced and the price outlook for marginal resources has 

dropped since the 2013 IRP.  

EPA Renewals 

Consistent with the 2013 IRP, BC Hydro continues to plan to acquire through renewed 

EPAs 50 per cent of the energy and capacity contributions of existing bioenergy EPAs 

and 75 per cent of the contributions of the existing run-of-river hydroelectric EPAs that 

are due to expire by F2024.  

In its EPA renewal negotiations, BC Hydro will consider the seller’s opportunity cost, 

the electricity spot market, the cost of service for the seller’s plant and other factors 

such as the attributes of the energy produced (e.g., dependable capacity) and other 

non-energy benefits.  

BC Hydro notes that the costs of service for IPPs could vary significantly. BC Hydro 

expects there will be cost differences between biomass EPA renewals and run-of-river 

EPA renewals because run-of-river hydroelectric projects are primarily civil works with 

costs that have been fully or largely recovered during the first EPA term and likely have 

minimal sustaining capital costs. Bioenergy projects will have greater ongoing costs for 

operations including the cost of biomass fuel. Bioenergy facilities contribute 

dependable capacity which has additional system value.  

Since the 2013 IRP, BC Hydro has carried out further analysis of the expected cost of 

service for existing biomass (including the cost and availability of fuel supply) and 

run-of-river projects. Based upon this further information and a reduced need for new 

resources, BC Hydro currently estimates that the renewal volumes in the plan can be 

acquired at or below the LRMC of $85/MWh although the relationship between price, 
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volume, contract terms and other non-energy benefits has yet to be established 

through bilateral negotiation. 

DSM 

The $85/MWh LRMC upper limit was used to inform the development of the DSM plan 

including by ensuring that all DSM initiatives were cost effective in a Total Resource 

Cost (TRC) test against the $85/MWh threshold.  

Details of BC Hydro’s DSM plan for F2017 to F2019 will be included in the revenue 

requirements application. The DSM savings shown in the LRB beyond F2019 are an 

outlook for DSM activities, which will be further explored in the next IRP due in 

November 2018. 

Capacity 

Consistent with the 2013 IRP, the capacity LRB outlook in this document continues to 

show a need to acquire additional capacity resources over and above the other 

resource acquisitions in the plan. BC Hydro continues to base the LRMC for capacity 

resources on Revelstoke Unit 6 which is the most cost effective generation capacity 

resource on a unit cost basis (Unit Capacity Cost of $50 to $55/kW-year). The updated 

capacity LRB outlook in this document shows that the expected need for Revelstoke 

Unit 6 has been advanced to F2026 from F2030 in the 2013 IRP. At the same time, 

Revelstoke Unit 6 continues to be a contingency resource for capacity needs prior to 

Site C, requiring its earliest in service date (now estimated at F2022) to be maintained. 

3 Conclusion 

Consistent with the 2013 IRP, over the next ten years the marginal need for new 

energy resources is expected to be met by DSM and IPP EPA renewals. Given the 

LRB outlook, BC Hydro’s current outlook on the energy LRMC has shifted towards 
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$85/MWh because the need for new resources has reduced and the price outlook for 

marginal resources has dropped since the 2013 IRP. 

The price signal provided to set the upper limit on those acquisitions is $85/MWh 

($F2013) and BC Hydro expects it will be able to acquire sufficient resources to meet 

its need at or below the LRMC.  

Revelstoke Unit 6 continues to be the marginal resource to meet the need for capacity 

resources. While Revelstoke Unit 6 is expected to be needed shortly after Site C, it is 

not yet a committed resource. As such, the current capacity LRMC will continue to be 

$50-55/kW-year($F2013) based on the levelized unit cost of Revelstoke Unit 6.  

The potential further changes to the LRB noted in this document are not expected to 

impact the LRMC any further because those changes are unlikely to change the 

marginal energy and capacity resources over the next ten years. Furthermore, 

managing overall acquisitions can be done by limiting acquired volumes without 

modifying price limits 

Updating the energy LRMC to $85/MWh may result in questions about what if any 

changes should be made to the Residential Inclining Block rate design. BC Hydro 

notes that a steady price signal is beneficial for encouraging a conservation culture. 

Additionally, as there is a continued need for capacity resources in the system, there 

may be merit in exploring the inclusion of a generation capacity value in the energy 

LRMC for the purpose of the Residential Inclining Block Step 2 rate. The addition of a 

generation capacity value to the energy LRMC could increase the LRMC for 

Residential Inclining Block from $95/MWh (based on $85/MWh in $F2013 adjusted for 

distribution losses and inflated to $2017) to $106/MWh in $F2017. BC Hydro proposes 

that these matters be explored further through this proceeding. 
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Table 1 Energy LRB with Existing and Committed Resources
6
 

 

                                            
6
  BC Hydro typically shows the load resource balance in two views. The planning horizon (F2020 and beyond) reflects the forecast of system need under 

prescribed water conditions set out in the self-sufficiency requirement contained in subsection 6(2) of the Clean Energy Act. The start year is F2020 to 
reflect typical lead time considerations for making new long-term acquisitions. The forecast in the operating horizon (F2017 to F2019) provides the 
forecasted optimal reliance on resources in the short-term given near-term market conditions, system constraints, planned outages and inflows. 
Operational shortfalls may also be met through economic market purchases, greater use of natural gas-fired (thermal) generation resources or greater 
drawdown of major reservoirs. 
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Table 2 Peak Capacity LRB with Existing and Committed Resources 
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Table 3 Energy LRB After Planned Resources 
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Table 4 Peak Capacity LRB After Planned Resources 
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